
Château Hosanna 2023 - Press Review

98-99 pts - James Suckling
« Wow. This is really structured and sizzling with dark fruit, such as blackberries 
and blueberries. Salty, racy aftertaste. The tannins are energetic and so long, driving 
the wine through an almost endless finish. Lots of old vines used for this. »

97 pts - Markus Del Monego
« Dark purple colour with violet hue and almost black core. Opulent nose with 
expressive character, multi-layered with aroma reminiscent of ripe blackberries and 
black cherries, discreet floral tones, vanilla and fine toasting. Elegant minerality 
showing up. On the palate well structured with balanced with ripe and juicy fruit, 
powerful yet refined and elegant with wonderful tension. A great wine which seems 
to top de 2022 vintage. »

95-97 pts - Antonio Galloni
« The 2023 Hosanna is a classic wine from this property, Rich, ample and explosive, 
the 2023 offers up copious dark-toned fruit, mocha, new leather, licorice and 
chocolate notes. As always, Hosanna is marked by its textural breadth, volume and 
dark flavor profile conferred by old vines planted in the mid 1950s, just after the 
1956 frost. Of the 4.5 hectares, one was replanted in the early 2000s. The 2023 is 
a fine example. »

95-97 pts - Alexandre Ma
« It is as if 99 violets are blooming simultaneously, and their gentle fragrance is 
enriched with a hint of sea salt… Château Hosanna 2023 is ideal for a seaside 
proposal, a smart move for the clever romantics. This wine bursts with an 
irrepressible vitality, making the already tender Château Hosanna appear even 
more youthful. The creamy blueberries are pretty rich, and the violets are nicely 
graceful. When they come together on the palate, they evoke the image of the 
legendary Yu Ji. »

94-96 pts - Jeb Dunnuck 
« The 2023 Hosanna is a classic wine from this property, Rich, ample and explosive, 
the 2023 offers up copious dark-toned fruit, mocha, new leather, licorice and 
chocolate notes. As always, Hosanna is marked by its textural breadth, volume and 
dark flavor profile conferred by old vines planted in the mid 1950s, just after the 
1956 frost. Of the 4.5 hectares, one was replanted in the early 2000s. The 2023 is 
a fine example. »

95 pts - Jean-Marc Quarin 
« Couleur noire. Nez intense, fin, au fruité mûr. Minutieux en entrée de bouche, 
avec de suite de la classe dans le toucher, le vin caresse le palais. Il évolue à la 
fois longiforme et charnu, vers une finale à la tannicité précise et noble. De la 
distinction et de la race. Superbe réussite. »
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95 pts - Bettane et Desseauve 
«Nez terrien avec un tannin dense et intense qui gagne en complexité au fil du temps. 
On a une texture crémeuse avec une finale bien assise construite par les 26 % de 
cabernet franc. »

94 pts - Georgina Hindle 
« Milk chocolate, vanilla, violets, so much perfume and dark black bramble fruit on 
the nose. Rich, full, supple and juicy with a nice shot of not-too-high acidity, before 
the really quite present tannins take over and fill the mouth. Plush and ample, this 
is broad and fully shouldered, and in that respect maybe not as finessed and direct 
as some, but I like the structure. This will be delicious. Stylish and confident. I love 
the menthol, blackcurrant juice and fleshy tannins. Ends long and so cool and fresh. 
Great stuff. »

93-95 pts - Colin Hay
« The 2023 Hosanna is a classic wine from this property, Rich, ample and explosive, 
the 2023 offers up copious dark-toned fruit, mocha, new leather, licorice and 
chocolate notes. As always, Hosanna is marked by its textural breadth, volume and 
dark flavor profile conferred by old vines planted in the mid 1950s, just after the 
1956 frost. Of the 4.5 hectares, one was replanted in the early 2000s. The 2023 is a 
fine example. »

92-94+ pts - Lisa Perrotti-Brown
« The 2023 Hosanna is deep garnet-purple in color. Gregarious notes of boysenberry 
preserves, ripe plums, and wild blueberries jump from the glass, followed by hints 
of violets, dark chocolate, and camphor. The medium to full-bodied palate has 
impressive density and plushness, with lovely tension and a fragrant finish. »

92-94 pts - William Kelley
« Rich and gourmand, the 2023 Hosanna wafts from the glass with aromas of ripe 
berries, baked red fruits and cherries, framed by hints of fresh mint and creamy new 
oak. Medium to full-bodied, velvety and layered, it’s a rich, textural wine with a ripe 
core of slightly liqueured fruit, supple tannins and a long, vanillin-inflected finish. »

90-92 pts - Ella Lister
« Un nez gourmand et surtout très lisible : on sent des effluves de confiture 
de fraise infusée dans des gousses de vanille et de cassis compoté. En bouche, 
c’est tout de suite plus tendu et plus acidulé, le vin prend un caractère minéral, 
puis en finale on retrouve cette gourmandise avec de la prune écrasée et de la 
figue séchée. »


